
PROFESSIONAL 300


GMT

TAG HEUER  AQUARACER



ready for any-time adventures

Travel the world with the TAG Heuer Aquaracer which, 

thanks to a robust construction and Calibre 7 GMT is the 

perfect companion for any exploit. This technical tool 

watch has a fresh and sporty style that looks the part, 

whatever the time zone.



Super-LumiNova®

For extra clarity, the designers chose green Super-

LumiNova® for the hour hand and hour markers, and blue 

Super-LumiNova® for the GMT minute hand.

BRACELET

The new TAG Heuer Aquaracer Professional 300 GMT 

comes on either a stainless steel metal bracelet or 

on a deep midnight blue rubber strap to match the 

dial and bezel. Both feature TAG Heuer’s ergonomic 

fine adjustment system so that the watch can easily 

be tailored to fit over a wetsuit and back again.

CASEBACK

As with the core, TAG Heuer Aquaracer Professional 

300, the case back of this watch is cast in steel and 

decorated with a repeating hexagon motif and the 

famous scaphander diving suit that also first 

appeared on the TAG Heuer Aquaracer case in 2004.

DIAL

The characterful, imposing dial, still with its signature 

horizontal lines, is a deep midnight blue, offset by 

white lume-filled hands and hour markers. The 

rhodium-plated central sweep seconds hand has a 

yellow lacquer tip, and a luminous insert designed to 

inform divers that the watch is running during a dive.

TOOLWATCH

The TAG Heuer Aquaracer Professional 300 GMT is 

the ultimate go-anywhere watch, a powerful and yet 

hugely versatile design created to cross time zones 

and dive and surf all over the world.

KEY FEATURES



To determine day from night, it’s cast in two colors: half 

in a deep midnight blue to match the dial and represent 

the night-time hours and the daytime hours. The GMT 

hand, which makes a full tour of the dial once every 24 

hours and is set via the crown, is finished in yellow 

lacquer and tipped with luminous material.



REFERENCE

 WBP2010.BA0632

KEY FEATURES

MOVEMENT


Calibre 7 Automatic GMT

FUNCTIONS


Hours, minutes, seconds, date, GMT


CASE


Fine-brushed and polished steel case 


with blue and white ceramic bi-directional 

rotating bezel with 24-hour scale


Steel screw-down crown


Steel screwed case back

DIAL


Blue sunray brushed dial, date at 6 

o’clock under magnifying lens

SIZE


43 mm

WATER RESISTANCE


300 m

BRACELET


Steel three-link bracelet


Steel folding clasp with double 

safety push-buttons and fine 

adjustment system





REFERENCE

 WBP2010.FT6198

KEY FEATURES

MOVEMENT


Calibre 7 Automatic GMT

FUNCTIONS


Hours, minutes, seconds, date, GMT


CASE


Fine-brushed and polished steel case 


with blue and white ceramic bi-directional 

rotating bezel with 24-hour scale


Steel screw-down crown


Steel screwed case back

DIAL


Blue sunray brushed dial, date at 6 

o’clock under magnifying lens

SIZE


43 mm

WATER RESISTANCE


300 m

BRACELET


Blue rubber strap


Steel folding clasp with double 

safety push-buttons and fine 

adjustment system





tagheuer.com

https://www.tagheuer.com/

